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Light comes in
through the windows, the
curtains blow softly in
the cool breeze, and
there, in the doorway,
stands your valentine
with conversation hearts,
chocolates, roses and bal
loons.
Valentine’s Day is the
perfect time of year to ex
press true feelings to
friends and lovers.
Relationships grow and
prosper when couples ex
press their feelings for
one another.
Three Cal Poly couples
agi'eed to use the holiday
as an opportunity to
share their stories and
feelings with the Daily.
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U.N., Serbs
meet halfway
on artillery

By Robert H. Reid
Associated Piess

SARAJEVO, Bnsnia-Herzegovina — Bosnian Serbs be
sieging Sarajevo resumed turning in their big guns on
Sunday after the United Nations accepted a compromise
plan.
The Muslim-dominated Bosnian government ex
pressed concern that the Serbs were just buying time to
prevent NATO air strikes that could begin Feb. 21 if the
guns ringing Sarajevo are not pulled back.
The compromise allows Serbs to turn in their heavy
weapons at U.N.-monitored Serb bases, rather than at
Sarajevo airport as originally planned, said Maj. Jose
Labandeira, a U.N. spokesman.
The Bosnian amiy objected. “Those weapons can be
returned to combat positions very fast,” said Bosnian
army Gen. Fikret Muslimovic.
“I am afraid that such an approach and an attempt to
appease the aggression further would bring a hardening
of the Serbian position,” said Haris Silajdzic, the Bosnian
prime minister.
The Serbs earlier insisted they would surrender their
guns only if the Bosnian infantry abandoned its front-line
positions. But after heavy lobbying by U.N. officials the
Serbs turned over 13 heavy weapons on Sunday, bringing
the total to 36 guns; 26 Serbian and 10 Bosnian.
The Bosnian Serbs are estimated to have at least 500
heavy weapons. The Bosnian army has perhaps a tenth of
that.
With the four-day Sarajevo truce still shaky, the U.S.
Embassy packed the families of 35 diplomats out of
Belgrade, Yugoslavia. Dutch, British and Gennan offi
cials also have urged their citizens to leave Yugoslavia.

Michelle and Chris:
A chance meeting

See COUPLES, page 8

O B I S P O

Peacekeepers allow concessions,
Muslims criticize plan changes

By Vdeska Bailey

Human development
sophomore Michelle Mettes, 20, and business
senior Chris Hobby, 22,
have been dating almost
three years. Mettes, with
an enthusiastic smile,
and Hobby, with a
characteristic shy smirk,
told of how they met by
chance on a Hawaiian
vacation.
It was her junior year
in high school and his
sophomore year at Cal
Poly.
“It was just kind of a
coincidence,” Hobby said.
Both Mettes and
Hobby were on vacation
with the same family.
Mettes was best friends
with the sister, while
Hobby was best friends
with the brother. The two
were introduced and have
been together ever since.
The couple weathered
a long distance relation
ship until Mettes
graduated and arrived at
Cal Poly. Letters became
a popular pastime for the
two during their time
apart.
“We wrote letters
twice a week,” Mettes
said.
Mettes said her heart
always was set on coming
to Cal Poly, but having
Hobby nearby was an
added bonus.
The two said they
built their relationship on
honesty and sincerity.
Mettes feels Hobby’s
best quality is his
thoughtfulness. She said
he is the type of person
who would do anything
for someone.
“I admire his outgoing
qualities,” Mettes said.
“How he’s a good friend
to everyone.”
Mettes said Hobby
never has anything bad
to say about anyone.
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On this day of
hearts, three
couples and
three stories

S A N

See YUGOSLAVIA, page 3
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Michelle Mettes and Chris Hobby hove been together for three years They met by chance on a
Hawaiian vacation, and she broke his 'three-month jinx' / Daily photo by Cole Stephens

Cal Poly students say
they are coupled at the

HEART

''She's basically my best
friend. When wefirst met,
we were really goodfriends.
We had a lot in common. ”
Paul Sager

"Heather is very respon sible, sincere, nice and
gorgeous. Wejust love be
ing together."

|

Moe better Olympics news
as U.S. skier takes gold
By Larry McShane
Associated Piess

LILLEHAMMER, Norway — Tommy Moe succeeded
Sunday where Olympic officials had failed: He brought
everyone’s attention hack to the Games. The U.S. hockey
team — somewhat shakily — kept it focused there.
Moe, an underdog American skiing just hours after
resolution of the Tonya Harding debacle, left thousands of
Norwegians in stunned silence when he won the men’s
downhill gold over local hero Kjetil Andre Anmodt.
The American hockey team, looking for its first gold
medal in 14 years, made up a two-goal third period deficit
to salvage a 4-4 tie with France. A pair of flukey scores
saved the Americans from defeat as first lady Hillary
See O YLM PIC S, page 2
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OIYMPICS: Medal win shifts attention
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From page 1

Clinton, waving an American flag, looked on with
daughter Chelsea.
Moe’s victory, by .04 seconds, was the closest Alpine
race in Olympic history. He collected the first U.S. mens
Alpine gold in a decade and only the second ever.
“I didn’t even have any thoughts in my mind that I
was going to win,” said Moe, a free spirit from Palmer,
Alaska, who’s competing in his second Olympics. “I just
figured, ‘Hey, I’ll ski the best I can.’"
He did, grabbing the gold just four days short of his
24th birthday. Canadian Ed Podivinsky took the bronze.
While Moe’s upset win canceled the party on the
slopes, Norwegians at the Viking Elall celebrated a world
record-setting gold medal performance by one of their
own, speedskater Johann Olav Koss. The Slovakian hock
ey team made its Olympic debut with a 4-4 tie against
medal favorite Sweden. And at the luge, Duncan Ken
nedy kept hope alive for the first U.S. medal ever in the
event.
Koss, one of many 1992 Olympians expected to excel in
these Games with the one-time-only two-year tur
naround, smashed his own world record in the 5,000
meters. The silver went to teammate Kjell Storelid,
whose Olympic-record run was buried by Koss’s time of 6
minutes, 34.96 seconds. Koss broke his own record, set
two months ago, by more than half a second.
“Johann! Johann!” screamed the crowd of 12,000 as
Koss nabbed the first Norwegian gold of the 17th Winter
Games.
By day’s end, Norway had three medals — more than
any other nation — and Koss was a national hero.
Moe’s fine performance was the first American men’s
downhill gold since 1984. Billy Johnson — who, like Moe,
had never won even a World Cup race — captured the
first gold in Sarajevo.
As for Aamodt, he now has a silver to go with the gold
and bronze he won two years ago at Albertville, France.
If Aamodt couldn’t win, there was a certain justice in
Moe’s victory. The skier has a dozen relatives in the Oslo
area and plans to visit an 82-year-old uncle, Olvar Ander
son, before heading home.
'That mattered little to the 40,000 folks at the
downhill, where Moe turned a mountain full of clanging
cowbells and howling fans into an Alpine wake.
They weren’t the only ones left disappointed. Mrs.
Clinton was late getting to the slopes and missed Moe’s
medal-winning run. Her husband tried to make up for it
by calling Moe to congratulate the skier on his medal.
There were no compliments for the American hockey
team, which parlayed a pair of miscues by French goalie
Petri Ylonen into a 4-4 tie. Ylonen, who turned long shots
by Peter Laviolette and Brian Rolston into goals,
slammed his stick to the ice in anger when the game
ended.
The United States grabbed an early 2-1 lead, but three
American miscues near the net allowed France to move
ahead in the final period.
In other hockey action, Slovakia scored an impressive

24 school days remaining in winter cjuarter.
TODAY^S WEATHER: Sunny, occasional high clouds; light
winds.
Sunday's h ig h /lo w :

67 / 33

TODAY
• ASl I'inance C'ommittee meeting, 7 p.m. — U.U. 220

TUESDAY
• San Luis Obispo C'ounty board o f Supervisors meeting,
8:30 a.m. — board C'.hambers, ("ounty (lovernment C'enter
• Writing Lab workshop, "Writing Short Answer lixams,"
Leb. 15, Rm. 10-115, 11 a.m.
• Academic Senate meeting, 3 p.m. — U.U. 220
• ASl CTutings Committee Leadership workshop, 5:15 p.m.
— U.U. 204
• ASl Outings C'ommittee meeting, 7 p.m. — U.U. 220

UPCOMING
• Donations needed for "A Wonderful Créât big Everything
Sale!" to aid the homele.ss o f San Luis Obispo, donations
can be dropped o ff at the E.O.C. Homeless Shelter,
736 Orcutt Road, 2 p.m. - 8 p.m. / 781-3660
• "(Tne Woman's Hands in the History o f W omen's Art,"
paper cpiilting exhibition by Irene .\1;tginni.ss, until March 11,
Dexter University Art Callery, Mon.-Sat., 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.,
except Wed., 7 p.m. - 0 p.m.
• "A Summit o f Sisterhood" presented by the AfricanAmerican Student Union, every Wed. from Eeb. 16 until
March 30, Rm. 1 0 -2 3 1 .7:.30 p.m. / 782-4514
• Women's Studies Winter Quarter botluck at the home o f
Dianne Ix)ng, Eeb. 17, 6 p.m. / for directions, call 756-1525
• C'.ARl URL opens to first wave o f continuing students,
Eeb. 18
• ASl Outings outdoor skills workshop on search and rescue,
Eeb. 22, U.U. 204, 5 p.m.
• Poly Rep applicant information meeting, Eeb. 23,
U.U. 210, 7:30 p.rn. — 756-2792
• "Unmet Eransit Needs Hearing," March 1, City Hall, 7 p.m.
info: 781-7121
• Priority filing deadline for 1994-95 Ein;mcial Aid — March 2

Agenda Items: c/o Len Arends, Graphic Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 — Fox: 756-678'

LILLEHAMMER, Norway — Highlights Sunday at the 17th Winter
Olympics:
MEDALS
United States, Italy and Norway each won a gold Sunday and Nor
way had two silvers as well, taking first-day lead in the medals
count.
ALPINE: MEN'S DOWNHILL
Tommy Moe became the first American to win the downhill gold
since 1984, when Bill Johnson won in Sarajevo. Moe finished the
3,035-meter Kvitfjell course in 1:45 75, edging Norwegian favorite
Kjetil Andre Aamodt by .04 seconds — the narrowest margin for
the race in Olympic history.
SPEEDSKATING: MEN'S 5 0 0 0
Norway's Johann Olav Koss shattered his own two-month-old world
record with a time of 6 minutes, 34.96 seconds. Teammate Kjell
Storelid finished second and Rintje Ritsma of the Netherlands
placed third.
LUGE: MEN'S SINGLE
Midway through the four-run competition, defending gold medolist
Georg HackI of Germany had a .01 -second edge over Austrian
rival Markus Prock. Arnold Zoggeler of Italy was third and Duncan
Kennedy of Marquette, Mich., was fourth, .364 behind HackI. The
final two runs are Monday
HOCKEY
Slovakia and Sweden tied 4-4, Canada beat Italy, 7-2, and the
United States and France racked up a second 4-4 tie
QUOTED
“R e g a rd le s s o f m y o p in io n o n th e ru lin g , th e O ly m p ic s h a v e
b e g u n a n d it is tim e to s k a t e .”

Figure skater Nancy Kerrigan in a statement about the USOC
decision not to challenge Tonya Harding's right to represent the
United States at the Olympics.
“You w a lk b y a n d y o u s a y hi lik e y o u d o to e v e r y o n e else."

Pairs skater Karen Courtland, asked how U.S. figure-skaters will
handle Harding's appearance.
TODAY
Medal events: men's single luge, men's 30K cross-country skiing,
men's 500-meter speedskating.
Men's Alpine combined ski competition gets under way with the
downhill race, with the slalom scheduleclFeb. 25. In hockey, Ger
many meets Norway, Russia faces Finland and the United States
plays Slovakia.
MONDAY FORECAST
Sunny during the day with temp>eratures 5-1 5 degrees Fahrenheit.
Cloudy or partly cloudy at night with a trace of snow and tempera
tures between 5 and 5 below zero.
ON TELEVISION
The games are carried on CBS, KCOY TV-12.

4-4 tie with second-seeded Sweden in its first Olympic
hockey game. The Slovaks, who received a goal from exNHL great Peter Stastny, hugged on the bench and
celebrated on the ice after the win.
The country gained its independence just 13 months
ago. Four of its players are from the 1992 bronze-medal
Czechoslovakian team. The Canadian team, silver medal
winners in 1992, whipped Italy 7-2 in its first game here.
The Moe medal and the Sunday debut of the U.S.
hockey team provided a welcome break from the Harding-Nancy Kerrigan flap, which ended with American of
ficials agreeing to let Elarding skate.
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Personal Protection & Self-Defense Training
for Women & Men
* Mace & Powerful Pepper Spray Defense
* Simple, Effective Self Defense Against Assault
• Certified Male & Female Police Instructors
* Better training at 1/3 the price of "Model Mugging" j

528-3518
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OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker^*^’ is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up for
an on-campus interview on February 24, 1994 in the
Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:
1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, M I 48226

..«MOLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSH and SIPC

A n Equal O pportu n ity E m p lo y er

'
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YUGOSLAVIA: Tentative ceasefire holds after one shot fired from Serb positions
From page 1

The pullout of dependents was a
precaution against Serb reprisals in the
event of air strikes. Many in the Serbdominated Yugoslav government and
aiTny support the Bosnian Serbs.
NATO has threatened to start air
strikes against the Serb guns if they are
not withdrawn at least 12 miles from
downtown Sarajevo by midnight Feb. 20.
But the U.N. commander for Bosnia,
Lt. Gen. Sir Michael Rose, seems to be
pursuing whatever strategy will work to
get control over the guns and enforce
peace in the capital.
Gen. Jean Cot, Rose’s boss, niet Satur
day with Gen. Ratko Mladic, the Bosnian
Serb commander, in northwest Bosnia
near the besieged Muslim enclave of
Bihac.
Cot said later that Mladic, the most
powerful military man on the Bosnian
Serb side, seemed to understand the

that an attempt to
appease the aggression further
would bring a hardening of the
Serbian position."
Haris Silajdzic
Bosnian Prime Minister
necessity for the Serbs to take an initia
tive for peace in Sarajevo.
Vitaly Churkin, the Russian envoy for
former Yugoslavia, said after meeting
Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic in
Belgrade that the powerful Serbian
politician also supported peace moves.
U.S. Adm. Jeremy Boorda, NATO’s
southern flank commander, met Sunday
in Zagreb with Rose and Yasushi Akashi,
U.N. representative for former Yugos-

Clintons earned nominally
from Ark. real estate deals
*

lavia, to coordinate action, Akashi said.
The exact mechanism of how any ail
strikes might occur seems to be
deliberately vague, in part because Rus
sia — the Serbs’ closest backer — wants
to avoid endorsing them directly through
the U.N. Security Council.
U.N. Secretary General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali has given Akashi the
authority to order air strikes. Rose will
report on whether Serb guns still
threaten Sarajevo. Boorda commands the
planes that would carry out any bombing.
While the Bosnian Serbs have rejected
NATO’s ultimatum, their guns have been
almost silent since Thursday. One artil
lery round was fired Sunday, and there
were no injuries.
Rose, hustling to get his men in place
while the sky is still clear of shrapnel and
bullets, reinforced the French-occupied
cease-fire lines with the first contingent
of a 1,000-member Malaysian battalion.

"\ am afraid

Associated P i e s s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

LirrLE ROCK, Ark. — The moneylosing Arkansas real estate venture that
has entangled the first faniily in a federal
investigation began generating a small
income months before President and Mrs.
Clinton sold their interest.
The Clintons decided not to take any of
the money before ending their 14-year
relationship with Whitewater Develop
ment Corp. in December 1992, one of
their lawyers told The Associated Press.
In May 1992, Whitewater paid off its
remaining loans, enabling it to begin
making a little money. Since then, those
proceeds — which total less than $200 a
month — have gone to the Clintons’
form er b u sin e ss p a rtn e r, Jam es
McDougal. The Clintons have said they
invested and lost nearly $69,000 during
their years as co-owners of Whitewater.

C L O T H IN G

French tourist
shaken after
L.A. mugging
Associated Piess_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
LOS ANGELES — A French
tourist who was mugged and left
penniless flew home after police
helped persuade the airline to
issue a new ticket free of charge.
Mechel Poipou, 39, departed
Sunday. He was beaten by two
men and his wallet taken at
11:30 p.m. Saturday after he got
lost and wound up in a highcrime neighborhood in South
Central, Sgt. J.D. Allen said.
His airline return ticket and
money were stolen in the attack.
Poipou was so shaken he
wanted to cut short his trip and
leave immediately, but when he
contacted Northwest Airlines to
have the ticket reissued he was
told a $50 sin-charge was re
quired, Allen said.
Poipou didn’t have the money,
so police ofUcers called airline of
ficials, who said they were un
able to help, and the French em
bassy, where they were told to
call back on Monday, Allen said.
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Sallee Anne * IXveeds * Esprit
* Victorian Lingerie and Sportswear
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Get To Know
Ernst & Young:
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17th

Let Us Get To
Know You:
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18th
CAREER PLANNING CENTER

fed
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(from that Oli-So-Secrct CalaJog)

* Jewelry * Boots * Shoes * Dresses
* Sweaters * Pants * PJ’s Career Wear
* Belts

Men's & Women's Clothing
and Much, Much More!!

r h u r s d a y , h 'e h 1 7
•
1 la tn -9 p n i
F r id a y , l* c b 1 8
•
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S a tu rd a y ,
•
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1 O a n i-6 p in

801 Grand Ave. San Luis O bispo Veteran's Hall
(at the corner of Monterey & Grand)

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING/
ORGANIZATIONAL
RESEARCH MAJORS
This informal “ Information Session’’ will introduce you to Ernst &
Young, one of the leading international professional services firms.
Employing over 65,000 people in 105 countries worldwide, Ernst &
Young provides integrated professional services in: accounting & audit;
tax; entrepreneurial services; management consulting; health care; actuar
ial, benefits and compensation; special services; and actuarial services.
Personal interviews will be held for Performance Improvement
Consultant positions. Helping client organizations meet the new
competitive realities of quality, efficiency, productivity and customer
satisfaction, our PI Consultants draw upon a wealth of technical
knowledge and creativity to address today’s most complex business
issues. Outstanding BS and MS candidates in Industrial Engineering
and/or Organizational Research are welcome.
For more information, or to sign-up for an interview time, visit the
Office of Career Planning and Placement.

HI Ernst &Young
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Aciion Employer
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Why are you looking
forward to the Winter
Olympics this year?
“I love the Winter Olympics. This
year, I’m looking forward to the
bobsled and ski jump competitions
mostly because I like the speed.”
Mark Diaz
Aichiteciuml engineering freshman

“I will be looking forward to watch
ing luge, bobsledding and hockey be
cause it’s fast, dangerous and exciting.
But I’m also looking forward to the
Olympics because it’s good to see the
countries come together for something
other than war or economic talks. The
Olympics brings the world together.”
Jeff Nuhols

á_

Archilecime sophomore

“I can’t wait for the downhill skiing
because I enjoy skiing. I also want to
see the ice skating competition be
cause of the controversy surrounding
Kerrigan and Harding. I don’t think
Harding should be on the team, but
we’ll see what happens.”

■V..

\
Michelle Caspar

Forestry senior

y

“I’ll be watching the downhill
skiing. I love to ski, so watching it on
the Olympics will hopefully give me
the incentive and adrenaline rush I
need to hit the slopes myself.”
Katy Neva

Forestry junior

“I will be watching the ski jumping
because while one guy was practicing
with the torch, he fell and hurt him
self. Maybe it will be the next Wide
World of Sports spot, where they say,
‘the thrill of victory and the agony of
defeat.’ I’m not going to make a special
effort to watch the skating because
regardless of the controversy, it’s not
who wins in court, but who does their
best to win the gold;”

\s m r r ?

Study the history of racism or be doomed to repeat it
R e ''Opponents say ethnic studies waste of time,” Mustang Daily,

Editor’s note; There was an overwhelming response to
this story. However, this particular letter was chosen be
cause it best summarized the points brought up in the
other letters.
As an American history professor at Cal Poly, I was
shocked to read “Opponents say ethnic studies waste of
time.” While I am familiar with the limited knowledge
of American history and culture of some Cal Poly stu
dents, I was appalled by the spurious assertion that
such limitations are somehow related to a recent focus
on ethnic studies.
But I was even more alarmed by the assertion that a
narrow monocultural definition of America should be
intellectually mastered before one can learn about the
experience of other Americans that are not completely
like the dominant culture.
I am also dismayed by the fuzzy terminology used in
the statement by Matt Macomber, Steve Buck and Mat
Higbee. Ethnic studies, foreign cultures and multiculturalism are somehow lumped together as virtually the
same, when they are in fact different.
Unfortunately, these students seem to believe
America is a monocultural democratic machine that
should transform everyone into their vision of the
American experience. They seem to fear their tax dol
lars, which support this dubious cultural device, are
failing.
They assume American democracy is an extension of
European ideals. But there is hard evidence that
federalism — vesting sovereignty in the people and
forging an egalitarian unity across a broad geographic
expanse — was derived, God forbid, from the Iroquois
Indians, who were “ethnics,” multiculturalists and
foreigners in America.
Ethnic studies at Cal Poly concems itself with ethni
cally and racially diverse peoples such as Hispanics,
Native Americans, Asian Americans, African Americans
and Pacific Islanders. These people have historically in
habited an area that is currently the United States.
Multiculturalism encompasses the study of both
American and other cultures in the world. Foreign cul
tures of course all are non-U.S. cultures. This includes
European culture.
While processing an ideology of integration and in
clusion through an alleged, “common heritage”, the
aforementioned students are actually advancing the
age- old exclusive color-blind argument about American
culture which says “if you ain’t white, you should be —
because white culture is right.”
Apparently these students want to preserve white
cultural studies even if it means the exclusion or
destruction of the history and cultures of non-white
peoples in America.
Obviously phrases like “melting pot” and “assimi
lated into one culture” clearly reinforce the historical
invention that America is a Eurocentric, color-blind
democratic republic created by 55 dead white males at
the Constitutional Convention in the summer of 1787.
Higbee’s contention that ethnic studies will create
racial tensions is just another case of victim izing the
victim .
Similarly, I would submit that just because a
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majority of the founding fathers were racist and sexist
in their intentions and practice, does not mean we
should maintain such a cultural heritage in the 20th
Century.
Higbee’s assertion that ethnic studies will create
strife in America like the strife in Bosnia is inflarnmatoi’y rhetoric of the worst kind.
Race is not a dimension of the Bosnian conflict;
religious and Caucasian ethnic intolerance is. In
America, race is an important detennining factor while
religious and white ethnic toleration is more of a given.

Race is not a dimension o f the
Bosnian conflict; religious and Cau
casian ethnic intolerance is.
By seeking to downgrade racial ethnic diversity in
America, Higbee postulates a form of race war. There
are many who say we already have an informal race
war through gangs, drugs, differential incarceration
rates and illegal immigration.
By the way, I agree with Higbee’s assessment that
the American republic is in trouble. But his monocul
tural medicine will only make things worse. Unfor
tunately, if you do not know the history of the creation
and maintenance of American racism, then you are
doomed to repeat it with even more disastrous conse
quences.
Unlike racially homogeneous societies, American
nationalism, as well as our collective American identity,
evolved out of ideas for individual and group freedoms
— freedoms of expression, religion, personal freedom,
racial equality and equal opportunity, to name a few.
Since 1492, we have been a pluralistic society. There
fore, we cannot forge an “equal” society as long as
minority or ethnic cultures in America are marginalized
as being foreign, divisive or racist in spirit.
What is left of the negative aspects of the
Eurocentric and Anglocentric ideology of American cul
ture is dying here at the Land’s End of Western civiliza
tion.
Hopefully, we in California are living in, and invent
ing, a more pluralistic future for the U.S. and the world.
This involves an examination of our pluralistic, multi
ethnic past.
Change is a messy, untidy process. But it isn’t time
to call a retreat when the process gets a little rocky. In
the past, I have received hate letters and death threats
and been shot at for my views. And yet, as a member of
one of the foreign cultures, I still persist in pursuing the
promise of America. We will all get along better when
we discard ideas of monocultural domination and think
more in terms of a shared multifaceted cultural ex
perience that mutually enriches and defines us all.
Donald Grinde

History professor

Alberto Reano

Hey, Paul Revere — Take a second look at the Second Amendment

Architecture senior

Re: ” Gun grabbers: Today guns, tomorrow liberty,"/Musronj Dar7y, 2-10

“I will be watching the skating be
cause of all the news surrounding
Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan I
want to see if Harding makes it. I’ll be
curious to know who the alternate
skater will be if she doesn’t make it.”
Theza Adlan

Philosophy freshman

I get irritated when people adulterate the meaning
behind the Second Amendment to justify gun owner
ship. The right to bear arms, as stated in the Constitu
tion, is for the purpose of maintaining a state militia.
This important part is often forgotten by modem-day
Paul Reveres who possess superior firepower — and cite
old documents to justify gun ownership and condemn
gun control.
Unless they plan to serve in a state militia or hunt
for food with a musket rifle, they should refocus their
reasoning. Unless they see the British coming, they
should stop worrying about the government seizing
their liberties today or tomorrow.

'

Tell the truth, Paul Revere — you love your gun and
don’t want to lose it. Like contemporary criminal scum,
you are a product of the most violent society in the his
tory of the world.
You do not live in the 18th Century. In today’s
society, criminals have guns, armies have guns, and you
too, deserve a gun. After all, this is a democracy.
Make an argument for gun ownership because our
so(3iety is dangerous, here and now in the 1990s. Stop
citing the Second Amendment nut of context.
A.J.Schuermann

English graduate student
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J. Dance With Me?

U

KAT

LARRY

SMILEY BE MINE FOREVER LOVE C

You are a

WONDERFUL
husband!
I Love You - Sharon j f Happy Valentine's Day Chris =)
‘
I Love You “ Pokey

KARA, #11 CUZ U HUG ME SO TIGHT
COUGH> :) TO BE CONTINUED ... KC

.-■ /r

,to my Diamond
Happy St. Valentine's Day!

^ I Love You!

o

KIM
LOVE YOUR FIANCE
DAVID

TRACY
LUVYA
ROG

9

vV

TO BIOLOGY GOD/SPEED FREAK
WANNA TALK ABOUT THE RABBIT?
-BIRD CHASER/PSEUDOCOELOMATE

Wa

HAPPY
VALENTINE’S

DENADO &ROBS2
LUV THE UNIV
OF
SCUMMY
CASANOVAS

ANTHONY, EVEN WHEN IT’S NOT
SAID, KNOW THAT I LOVE YOU, Dl

(POEM4UHNEETUH
ROSES R COOL VIOLETS R NEAT

9 WENDER
iT 'v' YOU ARE MY
LIFE
ALWAYS LOVE
A.N.

HOW I LUV U WHEN U SAY MY TREAT

HAPPY VALENTINES To 2nd FLR.
S.L. GIRLSI-FROM DAN THE MAN

Justinpooh You're sooo
precious!
-Julie
JUNIOR! PECKING MOTION #143 DELI
'

rK

YEAR! I LOVE YOU, KMD

v\

KEEBLER SENDS
XOXOXO TO
GREMLIN!

t

U

/ Burg, Surprise from Los Angeles
Even though we are far apart I
wanted to let you know that you
are always in my heart Cheeseball
or not I love you anyway
will you be my Valentine?
Love Always, Ragsie Wagsie!

^

LEIF, MAAH! I LOVE YOU, SHEEPIE

ANGEL
BARBIE,
I LOVE YOU,
HECTOR

f.

KINK MASTER- ::SNAP:; *GRIN*
•MERROW* SPOT I LOVE YOU!!

LOVE TO
_
IRMA
FROM THE
VAN GANG

BABY, YOU CRAZY
--love Sherm

V .

j

TO BREATHTAKING IN BeT l EVUE
THANKS FOR MAKING MY W ISHES
COME TRUE. I LOVE YOU!
FROM STUBBORN (BUT SWEET) IN
SLO

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
KRISTINA
HOPE VVE^LL B SPENDING MANY MORE
LOVE ALWAYS, ALDRIN
'1

,„
I•

\

_ ,

.
For my Bubba,
* Have A Great V-Day
M Love, Your Bubba XOXO
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HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
FROM
MUSTANG DAILY

^^

V A L E N ':
Love Jeffrey

O

Chu Chu

istin loves Jason I 1-17-92

kHAPPY VALENTINE S

DENISETODDZILLA SAYS: TAKE A CHANCE
YOU MIGHT LIKE WHAT HAPPENS
LOVE. ME

DAY
Tsing Tsing

SMOOCHER
STEVE

CAPPY I LOVE KISSING YOUR SOFT
/
SPOTS K

Happy Valentine's Day
to an almost married Man...
I Love you very muchlll
Dayrra

Ruth I never knew love could
be like thlel Thank U Darien

HEY 979 NUT
PALACE

REMEMBER WE LL ALL BE ABLE TO
HEAR HOW GOOD YOUR DATES ARE!
GET FUNKYI
LOVE.THE LUXURIOUS ONE

O

NEW WAVE

I miss you already and you
haven't graduated yet!
Have fun In the real world,
wasurerunalde! Happy V-Day,
Raina Reiko Tsuda! Al 'da RA

LOVES

^

:^ ^ ^ ^ c h ills p a c e

29/11

WHAT TO DO WITH TW O VALENTINES?
TRIBU WILL DO TODAY BUT
TOMORROW....

B

ELMO
WANTS TO PLAY

28/10

WALLY, Will you be my
Valentine? Love Always, Nicola

Adriana
W ill you be my Valentine?
Mando

LUZ YOU’RE
THE BEST SIS!!

DEAREST GIZMO,
YOU ARE MY "BRIGHT LIGHT"
I LOVE YOU, TJM

Lelty
I Love you
Louie

' - é" V
lo ve y o u

AND THE BEST CRIME PARTNER.
REMEMBER THE CHICKEN??
LOVE. LIL SIS.

KIRA. HERE’S
To a third
7\WESOME YEAR -G

LORI

MORE THAN AN'TrHING!
8-29-97

1

CRICKET,
I CANNOT
BELIEVE!
KOALA

RB
Thanks for changing my life.
I Do More.
YO

y

B

MMM,
I like
e you
yi alot!
-RRR

MOE, HAPPY VALENTINE S SIZZLE
CHEST! LOVE YOU LOTS. BELLA
RODNEY. HAPPY V-DAY YOU SEXY
DINO-BOY \ C9 U, LOVE YOUR SFNMISTY

The Vain & Shallow One; I
love your smile. Thrw 4 your
patience & friendship
The Asian Blonde: Satisfied?
Here's 2 lines all 4 U! -Al

TO MY FAVORITE

HAPPY
/ VALENTINES
DAY CHUCKEY
I LOVE YOU,
LOVE PATCHES

KRAUT

■'t,,

KINGSLEY
I'M YOURS
FOREVER
KELLY

Love your
Kelly,
I Love You
T ravis

AOn Coaches

V
^

/
.
/ - . Í L 'v

JAZ-LOVE YA
HONEY!

forNICOLE...Iuv
C^you always
/ ...luvyour
funny face...

IAaron Rodriquez
Hope you gel all the hugs
and kisses you want on
Valentines Day from the one who
wants to give them to you (me!)

K,.

is :.

BE MINE UNEASY CHOOK! CnCMC
ROOMIES are our FRIENDS

-iv
LILIA A Wish Come True Being
' ^ Caught By You H.V.D. LOVE GUS

PhiBreak
Kappa
Psi
som4 hearts

>> J

LETTY, To 1 year ol Iriendship,
6 months ot relationship. Happy
'T Valentine's Day! LOVE, CARLOS P.

;jV. / JEN, HAVE I
C
f t o l d YOU HOW
MUCH I LOVE
YOU TODAY?

Thanks for being my roomate,
my study buddy, my support
group and my sweetheart. But
thanks most for being my
BEST FRIEND. I love you!
Heather

JEREMY BROWN-1 LOVE YOU
WITH ALL MY HEART! FOREVER
AND ALWAYS, TWY
Ed, My little Porky-Pine.
VVon't you be mine?
Happy valentine's Day!
Love, Sweelpea

■ 5

MY

♦ ■' t

Shane
and Mark
Happy V-day to the cutest

BE MINE
SINFULLY
AND
DELICIOUSLY

*■ w

gay interracial experiment
in SLO.
Keep it sale for we are tew

Love, Buns

/

V

MAY SANDY & JAMES' LOVE LAST AN
ETERNITY FROM THEIR COOL FRIENDS
H EYSNEECHY
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
CAT IN THE HAT

HEY KID, W HAT DO YOU DO?
WELL IT'S BEEN TWO YEARS NOW
AND I CAN’T W AIT TO SPRING
INTO THE FUTURE WITH YOU!
I LOVE YOU -INFIN ITY“ JASONN

¥k

s] \

^

/

TOREY

THANKS FOR MAKING LOVE
THE COOLEST THING TO BE IN.
YOURS TILL THE DINOS ROAM AGAIN
DAWN

SPARKY! Ireetime
Cranbenids grapas
Conan Your Sweetie

C)

/ SNOOPY (MP). HAPPY 25TH &
*
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!
LOVE YOUR POOF POOF (KE)

MICHAEL:YOU ARE THE BIGGEST
PART OF MY LIFE. I'D BE LOST
^WITHOUT YOU. I LOVE YOU VERY
MUCH. I'M YOURS FOREVER AND
EVER.SUSANA

ROSES R RED VIOLETS R BLUE
I HATE THIS SAYING BUT I LUV
YOU MISTY XOXO
THANKS 4 ALL THE JOY OVER
THE LAST 13 MOS •• DINNER TONITE!

AM A N D A :
TU SERAS
TOUJOURS MA
PARTENAIRE
FAVORITE.
TOUTE MON
AFFECTION, B.

MY
SPECIO
SAKUchan

CP
i
^^

V

Rooker the only thing that
is impossfcle is to love and
to pari Always be mine Susie

TO JADE
KU'U KAUPILI
RUDY

ANDREW, You're my one and
only love thang. (OK! I
Love You! Bye-Bye!)
Your Chica Baby, MARIA

TO TWEE, HERE’S TO AN ETERNAL
FRIENDSIP. LOVE ALWAYS, MATT

TO LISSA SALES: OH BEAUTIFUL,
YOU RE MY POETIC INSPIRATION

Todd-Happy 4th Anniversay! We
still have so much to look
torward to. I Love U! Love, Lisa

'Vt.

ROBIN WADE!

' 5 '"t

f

C'

, KOALA KUMQUAT
Pu-«' lAY OVELAY U!
CRICKET

Will you be my Valentine? Pat S.

CP

GUS^—.w—

I'm so glad I caught you!!!
Con todo mi amor, Lilia

JTRISHA, I’VE ADMIRED YOU FROM

y I LOVE YOUR BEEZER
^
HAPPY V-DAY!
^
LOVE DNA

f a f a r a n d s o o n h o p e t o a d m ir e

YOU UP CLOSE ...
JAMES
^FOREVER AND EVER
MELANNIE
NORNIE ESCUZ me SHELL nubs u xo

CP,HEY YAKUH!
I LOVE YOU!
XO JESS

Ml KEY

V

NO MATTER WHAT SWEETIE YOU WILL
1
ALWAYS BE A VALENTINE TO ME!

ß

CJ

DEAR P O G II STILL WANT U BUDDY'
HAPPY V-DAY LOVE ALWAYS GG

L-STER

MON CHER DRUDLEBUG
Je t'aime pour toujours!
Affecteusement,
TA PETITE JUNEBUG

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
KRISTIN
LOVE, CHARLES

/ DEAR NICKEL, THANK YOU FOR
^ BRINGING SO MUCH HAPPINESS
INTO MY LIFE!
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
ALL MY LOVE, PUMPKIN

LOREN, I just want to say
that my heart will ALWAYS be
yours!! Love You TONS!

CP

CP

MBFATE HAS BROUGHT US TOGETHER
LIKE KELP. LET’S RIDE THE
WAVES TOGETHER, FOREVER
INTERTWINED. I LOVE YOU.
-SHE-SHA

LESLIE, STINKIN
HI ALREADY
LUV G

h We Love You Johnny - Boy!
'
Love, Kendra & Belle

HAPPY VALENTINES
DAY
FROM
MUSTANG DAILY

/

/
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COUPLES; He showed up to trim the retirement home’s trees — and the rest, as they say, is history
When Clark finally took Crookston out
on
a date, it proved to be “the greatest”
Hobby said Mettes is tun, outgoing and
for Crookston.
multidimensional.
“We went miniature golfing and race
“She’s a real social buttertly,” Hobby
car driving,” Crookston said.
said. “She keeps the spice in the relation
When the two were asked to describe
ship.”
each other’s best ciualities, both gave
iiobby said Mettes is always willing to
huge grins and had nothing but compli
help those who are less fortunate. He also
ments for each other.
respects and admires her work ethic and
Clark feels Crookston is entertaining
thinks she is very determined.
because she always makes him laugh. He
“I never dated anyone over three
said she’s compatible, smart and always
months,” Hobby said. “I called it the
puts a smile on his face.
three-month jinx, but Michelle changed
“Heather is very responsible, sincere,
that.”
Both pa) tners feel they are not just a nice and gorgeous,” Clark said.
"I love him a lot,” Crookston said.
boyfriend and girltriend in each other, but
Crookston said the couple has fun
they are best friends. They do everything
together.
together. She thinks Clark has a good
Hobby is graduating in June, and once
personality, said he smiles all the time,
again, it will be a long distance relation he’s generous and very handsome.
ship. Undaunted, the pair feels this will
The couples’ love for one another
be a good test to see if their relationship
shows in their eyes. They do not need to
will last.
tell anyone how they feel for each other, it
Heather and Chris;
is written all over their faces.
Banking on each other
“We love going out to dinner,” Clark
Joumalism senior Heather Crookstnn,
said. “We just love being together.”
21, and business senior Chris Clark, 23,
The two do not see each other as much
have not been together as long as Mettes
as they’d like to because of their conflict
and Hobby, but they still have a strong
ing schedules. Between work and school,
passion for one another.
time is limited, according to Crookston.
The two have been together a little
Clark is graduating in June so they,
more than a year. On Friday afternoon, too, will be experiencing a long distance
the two sat comfortably on a couch, star relationship. They are not looking for
ing at each other, smiling and telling the ward to that time apart, but feel their
story of how their relationship began.
love is strong enough to make the
Crookston lived in her hometown of relationship last.
Tahoe in the summer of 1992. She worked Vonessa and Paul:
as a bank tellei- at Bank of America. Marriage and stability
Clark also lived and played in Tahoe that
History senior Vanessa Sager, 26, is a
summer and Crookston was his bank married, soon-to-be mother and full-time
teller. Although the two became friends student. Her husband, Paul Sager, 25,
that summer, they didn’t go out until they works full-time as a ti ee trimmer.
came back to Cal Poly.
The Sagers have been happily married

From page 1

Crookston and Clark do
not see each other as
much as they’d like to
because o f their conflict
ing schedules. Between
work and school, time is
limited.
The Sagers have been
happily marriedfor four
years. ‘Paid is a playful
person, ’Mrs. Sager said.
‘We are a good balance.
We get along really well ’
for four years. They met when she worked
at a retirement home and he trimmed
trees there. They said they just hit it off
right away. The two began talking and,
before they knew it, they were dating.
It was love at fu'st sight. The Sagers
dated for eight months before they got
married. They said they knew they were
made for each other.

Mrs. Sager, her face glowing, honestly
expressed her feelings about her husband.
Before she met him she had changed her
major several times. Now, she said she is
a more focused person and her goals are
more solid.
“Paul is a playful person,” Mrs. Sager
said. “We are a good balance. We get along
really well.”
“She’s basically my best friend,” Sager
said. “When we first met we were really
good friends. We had a lot in common.”
When asked whether they wanted
their baby to be a boy or girl, they both
gave a grin.
“Sometimes I want a boy and some
times I want a girl,” Mrs. Sager said.
“They make really cute clothes for girls.”
Sager said he doesn’t care if the baby
is a boy or girl. He said he’s just happy to
be a fathei'.
Mrs. Sager is six-and-a-half-months
pregnant. She is happy that this is her
last quarter at Cal Poly so she can soon
relax and have the baby without having
to woio'y about school.
With Mr. Sager working 60 hours per
week, and Mrs. Sager going to school,
they said the only time they have
together is in the evening.
The Sagers say they are happily mar
ried and love each other very much. They
are not only lovers, they are companions
to each other. They are best friends.
The three couples each have their own
special relationship. They all share the
romance and hard work that goes into a
relationship. But the one quality all three
couples share is the friendship they feel
for one another. The ability to communi
cate and express their thoughts.

a grassroots organization
Let'6 make our elected officials accountable for their actions!
If you would like to become a
atten d monthly
meetings in San Luis Obispo, please call
Ellen Barker (541-4515) or Irv Jenkins (7 7 3 -3 9 1 6 )

member and/or

Help Take Our C ountry Back!
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SHOP BY PHONE 541-2221

WE SHIP ANYWHERE
> 848 Higuera, Downtown SLO
^ Across form Copelands Sports
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H (iss J 'o u r S z u e e tie
in
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andyon'iCreceive a
sinjjie cone or
regular cup of
zofien you
purchase one.M^j^Mff^
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We can help find you a carpool partner! Call 541-C4/7S.
• Each year in the United States, 30,000 deaths are attributed
to automobile emissions and 46,000 to automobile accidents.
• Motor vehicles alone account for nearly 22 percent of all energy used in the
United States and about half of all the 17.2 million barrels of oil consumed per day.
• The cost of gas and oil account for only 19 percent of owning and operating a car.
• The average American spends a yearly total of $3,119 to own and operate a car.
(including license, registration, insurance, depreciation, maintenance and tires)
•

By sharing a Cal Poly carpool parking permit with a neighbor
or roommate you can save up to $60 a year.
• It's cool to carpool to school!

Inlormalion is drawn Irom the American Automobile Association, the American Lung Association, the San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Control District, and Cal Poly Commuter Services.

T R A N fJ f

AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL DISTRICT
C O U N T Y OF SAN LUIS O BISPO

SLO Regional
Transit Authority ~

SLO Regionai Ridesharing
541-CARS

CA L POLY
COMMUTER
SERVICES

For information on carpool permits, bus routes, fares and schedules call 756-6680.

Victuals & Red-Eye Seven Days A Week!
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Served from 5:00 pm while they last

MONDAY

B arbecu e®

$ 4 5 0

inner

TUESDAY

495

Half BBQ
WEDNESDAY

SpaS''^

Ice d

(IJ

Poly Briefs

™°*’'„s V ,fc tb \P » 5 j5 0

w

SUNDAY^.

’ 3 ’ ^ Pork

$¿50

$9 95

F.McUntocks Saloon • 686 Higuera Street • Downtown San luís Obispo • (8 0 5 )5 4 1 -0 6 8 6

We senieethe best attitudes ln townl

Softball sulfers heavy losses over long
week including eight games in five days
Doily Sloff Report
__
In what provecT to be a long
week for the Cal Poly women’s
softball — eight games in five
days — the Mustangs managed a
lone 5-3 victory over Cal State
Fullerton. The result of the Mus
tangs’ contest against UC-San
Diego was unknown at press
time.
Wednesday, the Division I
UC-Santa Barbara Gauchos
roughed up the Mustangs 15-1

and 9-1.
Before the week’s lone victory
Friday, the team had to suffer
through a 12-0 loss to Fullerton.
The Mustangs managed five
hits in both games but were
more successful converting those
hits into five runs in the second
game — good enough for the 5-3
win.
Saturday, the offense went
cold once again in the 1-0 and 5-0
losses to San Diego State.

Poly wrestlers split four matches on Oregon road trip
The Cal Poly wrestling team
dropped a close 20-16 match late
Thursday to U niversity of
Oregon after soundly defeating
Pacific University 31-13 earlier
in the day.
The matches completed a
four-match road trip in which
the Mustangs went 2-2.
The Mustangs’ conference
match against the University of
Oregon went down to the last
match. The Mustangs were trail

ing 17-16 before dropping the
heavyweight bout.
In the Mustangs lopsided vic
tory over Pacific University ear
lier Thursday, the Mustangs
never trailed.
Wednesday the Mustangs
defeated Portland State 34-6 and
lost to No. 9-ranked Oregon
State.
The Mustangs return home
Saturday to take on PAC-10 foe
Cal State Fullerton.

The Cal Poly men’s tennis
team lost 4-3 to UC-Santa Bar
bara Thursday.
The Mustangs (1-3) swept the
doubles competition.
Senior Marc Ollivier and
freshman Rafael Huerta teamed
up for an 8-6 win at No. 1doubles. Junior Josh Johnston

and freshman Casey Wood
teamed up for the 8-5 win at the
No. 2-spot. Junior Dave Mullarkey and freshman Jason
DeVera showed a similar 8-5 win
at the third slot.

Men’s tennis dominates doubles but falls to UCSB 4-3

VILLAGE

The place that Cal Poly calls home!

Huerta and Mullarkey also
earned the sole singles victones.

CAL POLY EMPLOYEES

(pre-lease rents start at $ 1 6 5 )

A retirement plan to supplement SIRS or
PERS! Tax Shelter Annuities ore not all
the same. We've been helping people
save for retirement since 1971.
Coll Now!

( Ai'srnNi-;
Tours n.iilv before' 5 pm
1)4/-9Ü91 or (800) /93-H431
One MiislufU) Dove, S;m 1 u ií ; Obispo CA 93405

£. blAKE5LEF.gTBl7\KEfilf,F.

Mon.-Sat. 9am-9pm

Call now tor our Best “Friend" Rates of 1994!

Diane P. Blakeslee
C ertified Financial Planner

I I 10 Califurnid Blud., Snn Luis Obispo 543-1368

Mcmlx-r NASOSIl’C

JUNE GRADUATES!

PUT YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE TO WORK
Enterprise is currently listed as one o f the largest privately held companies in the nation. We
are over 1000 offices strong and are experiencing tremendous growth.

.o r m o o u

Where : UU 204
Date : Tuesdays

Because we hire only entry-level management trainees and promote exclusively from within,
your potential for growth is excellent!

If you're ready to let your hard work and motivation contribute directly to your
advancement, talk to Enterprise today. For employment in Southern California,
call (818) 909-7952 or se ''^ your resume to: Debbie Prescott, Enterprise, 8230 N.
Sepulveda Boulevard, Van Nuys, C A 91402. For employment in Northern California,
call (510) 351-2810 or send your resume to: Nancy Testa, P.O. Box 2478, San Leandro,
CA 94577

An Equal Opportunity Employer

rk .

&

k d it a t io n i

Time : 5pm to 7pm
Cost : FREE

Feb 1st : W inter Cam ping
by: Granite Stairway
Feb Sth : Clim bing Rock
by: V.T. Climbing
Feb 15th : "U ltim ate Everest"
slides and seminar
by: Prof. Sharad Atre
Feb 22nd : Search and Rescue
by: Search and Rescue Division
Mar 1st : F'unctional Clothing
_________by: A Sl Outings_________________
call x2628 for info.

The harder you work, the farther you go.
It's that simple.

Don't hesitate, contact Enterprise tod2y\

ri

O u t d o o r s k ills w o r k s h o p s

Our sales-management training program is one o f the top in the nation. It is designed for
motivated individuals with a hign personal salary goal and a desire to succeed in the business
world.

We are looking for bright, aggressive, sales oriented individuals to join our management
team.

advkn
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SOUND CARD
SPEAKERS
MITSUMI SPEED 250 ms
TRANSFER 150 KB/S
‘ INCLUDED SOFTWARE*
ENCYCLOPEDIA
WORLD ATLAS
U.S. ATLAS
TYPING TUTOR
CHESSMASTER 3000

NOTEBOOK $ i:i00
406 SLC-50MHZ
120MB HD
LOCAL BUS
2 MB MEM
1.44 MB FLOPPY
10‘ MONO DISPLAY
BUILD IN TRACK BALL
WEIGHT 5.5 LB

$M »0

4 MEG RAM
128 CACHE
1 MEG VGA CARD
SVGAN-1 MONITOR
340 MEG HD
144 FLOPPY
KEYBOARD
MOUSE
DOS 6.2/WINDOWS

O THER SYSTEM S
A V A IL A B L E U P O N
REQUEST

:i«(»/io $1)00

4 MEG RAM
120 CACHE
SVGA INT MONITOR
256K VGA CARD
160 MEG HD
1.44 FLOPPY
lYCYROARn
MOUSE DOS 6.2/WINDOWS

m ustang
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BASEBALL: Neal provides prowess at the plate once again, drives in six runs
2-1 built in the first and added one
In the second-inning of the first in the fifth to win its sixth straight.
game, Cal Poly rallied for five runs
“We played well enough to win,”
— all of them scoring with two- Agler said after the game. “I don’t
outs.
think we played like we’re capable.”
Junior designated-hitter Rob
Agler noted that the team had a
Neal highlighted the second frame hard time keeping a high level of
by tagging a bases-clearing, three- intensity for the entire day and said
run triple off the center-field wall.
the low-scoring second game was a
Sophomore pitching ace Shan reflection of that.
non Stephens picked up his second
On Friday, Cal Poly defeated the
win of the year. Stephens pitched Warriors 5-0 on the strength of
seven plus innings, allowing eight junior Brad McKeon’s eight innings
hits and six runs — five of which of scoreless pitching. McKeon
struck out seven batters and al
were earned.
The Mustangs hung on to a lead lowed just six hits in his second win
From page 12

Senior outfielder M ark Kuykendall returned to second base safely in
the Mustangs' three-game sweep / Daily photo by Scott Robinson

!

MEN’S HOOPS: Poly must win last three games WOMEN’S HOOPS
From page 1 2

ecjuation (98m /n)/(4(llt - v)) x
cot 89 = 148.
The Mustangs must win their
final three games and have to
rely on outside help to earn a
postseason berth. Cal Poly has
the vigorous task of beating the
top two teams in the CCAA at
their home courts — Cal State
Bakersfield (18-5 and 6-3) and
UC-Riverside (16-6 and 7-2).
“Anything could happen,” said
freshman point guard Shanta
Cotright.
Cotright shot a career- and
game-high 23 points. Nine of
those points came from the
charity strip. Cotright was put
on the line 15 times.
Senior guard Kyle Ellis
helped out with 15 points and
junior forward Bucky 'Tucker
dumped in 10 points.
T u c k e r , a v e r a g in g
5.2
rebounds per game, pulled nine

off the glass to lead the Mus
tangs.
For the Toros, all but one
starter finished with double
digits. But that player, forward
Joe Bertrand, was too busy lead
ing his team with 10 rebounds.
Guard Chris Thompson led
the Toros with 21 points. Fifteen
of his points came in the first
half when he nailed five of his six
field-goal attempts — three from
three-point range. Bell finished
with 15 points including his
acrobatic shot near the baseline
in the first half.
Thursday, the Mustangs even
topped the Toros by having five
players shoot in double digits
against Cal Poly Pomona.
Ellis, who played the entire
game, led the team with 17.
Freshman Damien Levesque
and 'Tucker shared top honors
with seven rebounds.

HAMILTON: 10 reasons for Olympics losses

From page 1 2

Junior forward Christine Rodness recovered from a dismal
two-point first half and eventual
ly led her team with 15 points.
Carey and sophomore guard Kel
lie HofTman dished in 13 each.
Senior forward Kristie McCall
pumped in 11 points and led the
team with six rebounds.
The Toros leading scorer, for
ward Faye Hagan, topped her
la st 2 1 -p oin t perform a n ce
against the Mustangs with 29
points. Several of her points
came from steals converted into
easy lay ups at the other end of
the court.
“Hagan is amazingly quick,”
said freshman point guard
Mariah Volk, who was victimized
by Hagan once.
Senior guard Karee Bonde
swished most of her six threepoint baskets and finished the
game with 22 points.

From page 12
the Winter Games.
10. We have more national
pride than others not to take a
sport that sounds like a bodily
function performed when the
body is under the duress of a
mean cold — the luge (possible
pronunciation — lUgi).
9. We actually have people
that root for people like Tonya
Harding to do well in the Olym
pics.
8. How can you honestly com
pete against a bunch of people
named Clas, Olaf, Boris and Ivar
— all characters on the “Rocky
and Bullwinkle Show," I think.
7. Our best athletes, “Neon”
Deion Sanders and Michael Jor
dan, don’t like the snow.
6. We don’t have any quaint
cities that give you that SantaClaus-lives-here feeling which
inspires you to grab a tlask of
Absolut Vodka, get smashed and

CLASSIFIED
Announcements

Campus Clubs

WE ARE BACK
COLI.EGE REPUBLICAN CLUB
ALL WELCOME
TONIGHT 6:00 52 B05

MOTORCYCLISTS
OPEN HOUSE
MANDATORY CLUB MEETING
THURS, FEB 17, 33-286, 11AM
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
•* JOURNALISTS **
Come join us at WOODSTOCKS
on Mon 2/14 0 6pm to discuss
Department Sweatshirts and
other Journalism Dept, activities!!

GMAT GRE LSAT
TEST PREP

NATIONAL
ENGINEERS
WEEK

1 Dozen Long Stem Roses $25.95!!
GINGER'S SECRET GARDEN
956 Chorro SLO PH# 547-9302
ORDER SOON! Open 11-5 Tues - Sat

EARTH DAY '94 COMMITTEE MTG.
Com»Join us & prep 4 EARTH DAY
Meet Tue. 15th ® 7pm Community
Service Center UU 217D or x5834

PenGuins Meeting Tonight @8pm
Dual Sport ride on the 27th
All non-members welcome! 33-287

KCPR NEW WAVE
MANIA NIGHT

CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW
ANY TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS

“

stressed o u t?

Peer Health, Lifestyle Wellness
Team presents a Stress Mngml
Workshop Tues, Feb 15, Santa Lucia,
7:00pm & Wed, Feb 16, Trinity 7:00pm
"LIFE'S SHORT, LIVE WELL"

SUPER HOOPS
3 PT CONTEST & SLAM DUNK CONTEST
Feb 16lh 0 6pm
$3 Per Event - $5 For Both
Sign-up 0 Rec Center by 2/16
0 3pm ** For More Info x1366

Announcements

GRE LSAT

Greek News

MARK STEWART’S ON-CAMPUS PREP.
4/9 GRE.6/13 LSAT.INFO:549-6482
BULLETINS 0 C.P. TESTING OFFICE
** AMBASSADORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS “
Study at a University in a
Country ol your choice lor one
academic year - valued 0 $15,000
to $20,000 for 1995-96. S.L.O,
Rotary Club is NOW TAKING
Applications lor graduate / under
graduate students, journalism,
and vocational teachers of the
tiandicap. For Intormation, contact:
Mr. Lee Ballatl — - 544-0224
Mr. F.E. McNamara — - 543-7778
390 Higuera St. #B, SLO

AO JAIL BREAK
TORTILLA FLATS TONIGHT!!!
EVERYONE WELCOME $2

CONGRATULATIONS to the
NEW X A 0 ACTIVES
Thao, Kathy, Susie, Melanie
__________Millicent, Leilani & Lorie_________

JILL KEVAN
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW
POSITION AS PRESIDENT OF
PANHELLENIC! WE RE SO PROUD OF U!
LOVE, YOUR r<I>B SISTERS!!

w/ AMY K. at TORTILLA FLATS
FEB 21st AT 9:30 PM, ONLY $3
AGE 18 & OVER w/ COLLEGE ID

IS COMING (Feb 23-25) GET YOUR
E-TICKET NOW TO RECEIVE FREE
FOOD, DISCOUNTS, AND ENTER A
RAFFLE. TlX ON SALE 2/14-2/23
ON DEXTER LAWN

SUPER PGVltRS.

T

"SAY IT WRITE"

A proofing, polishing, editing, &
typing service (or papers, projects,
reports. ** Call 542-9269 (or
free estimate! ****

IN A RUSH?

Pickup&Delivery. Papers/Theses/
Resumes.DOCUMENT DOCTOR544-0214

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE"

PAPERS/REPORTS PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY CALL ROSEMARY 528-2052

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE 214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
PRINCETON REVIEW 805-995-0176
RESUMES

DON'T WASTE YOUR DEGREE
WITH A POOR RESUME
CALL BATES CAREER SERVICES

R&R WORD PROCESSING (RONA)
18YRS EXP-LASER PRINTER, 544-2591

Opportunities
!!! CAUTION III
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section
AA CRUISE & TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE. EARN BIG $$$ + TRAVEL
THE WORLD FREE! (CARRIBBEAN,
EUROPE, HAWAII, ASIA!) HURRY
BUSY SPRING AND SUMMER SEASONS
APPROACHING. FREE STUDENT TRAVEL
CLUB MEMBERSHIP!
CALL (919) 929-4398 EXT C l 63
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home
Send SASE to PO Box 395,
Olathe, KS 66051

541-6162

MAVBE I CAM FIND

A r a d io a c t iv e
METEORITE THAT
MUTATES ME INTO
A LIVING LIQUID

D

;

ATTENTION:STUDENT WORKS PAINT
ING IS NOW HIRING BRANCH
OPERATORS FOR THE SUMMER OF 94.
EARN UP TO $15000 & GET THE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE OF A LIFE
TIME! CALL 8009557557-POSITIONS
FILLING FAST THROUGHOUT CALIF.

Word Processing

M .
^

Empioyment

Laser Typing Reports & Sr Projects
Pickup&Deliver 0 Poty;Janet 438-3504

\F ^00 WORK m > STUDN r e a l ^^RD
FOR '(EARS AHD '(E A R S , '(OO COULD
DEVELOP THE Po w e r s '(ou
ALREAD-f HAVE
______

1 WISVA I

Hf^D AMMING

Travel
HAVASU: America’s New Spring
Break Hot Spot, Lake Havasu, AZ
is throwing America's largest party!
Top-name Concerts, Comedians, and
Celebrities. “The Lake Will Roar
in 94“ Call 1-800-4HAVASU.

Services

ENGINEERS: GRADS AND UNDERGRADS
24 Hr Career Line (310) 358-6257
NATIONAL JOB SEARCH - CALL NOW!

barrel down a ski slope to be
come a national hero.
5. Snow and ice are about as
common to some Amencans as a
clean, non-sex drenched, uplift
ing story on Hard Copy about a
poodle who saves its 79-year-old
master from a rabid grizzly bear.
4. We don’t necessarily think
some dink named Toralf jumping
from a 90-meter hill is a can
didate for a national hero.
3. The only time places like
Lillehammer (pronounced lil
hummer) are mentioned are in
contexts that should not be dis
cussed on Sundays.
2. After watching the guy biff
it every Saturday before ABC’s
Wide World of Sports for so many
years, a fear of snow has some
what developed.
1. Everyone knows, as Tonya
H arding so eloqu en tly il
lustrated, Americans are best at
contact sports.

T O ADVERTISE IN M U S T A N G DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 7 5 Ó -1 143

JEvents

^VALENTINES*
*DAY SPECIAL*

of the young season.
A four-run seventh inning
capped by Neal’s two-run single
gave the Mustangs the 5-0 lead
that eventually became the final
score.
In the three-game seiies, Neal
drove in 0 runs, to give him an as
tounding total of 12 runs batted in
for the season. Neal tallied 07 KBI’s
last year — the second highest total
in a season by a Cal Poly player.
The Mustangs hit the road for a
'Tuesday night contest at Division I
Fresno State that will test their un
defeated record.

TRV TO FIND ONE
THAT MUTATES VOU
INTO SOMEONE WITH
A WORK ETHIC -

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
up to $2,000+/month on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc ). Summer &
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call:
1-206-634-0468 exi. C6005
DESIGNERS NEEDED
MUSTANG DAILY NEEDS TALENTED
AND MOTIVATED GRAPHIC ARTISTS
TO DESIGN DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS
SEND RESUMES AND PORTFOLIO
ATTN: DAN BURKE GRAPHIC ARTS
BLDG. 226 CAL POLY

For Sale
Quorum- Quality products at low
prices. Auto and personal
attack alarms Call 543-4934

Roommates '

ROOM 4 RENT

Spring Quarter Pine Creek
Rent Negotiable - Washer/Dryer
Call Steve 545-0391 Tue-Thur
ROOM FOR RENT
Own Room Washer/Dryer
Water/Trash Paid $275/mo
Call 544-2115

Rental Housing
60 CASA ST. TOWNHOUSES NOW
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR JUNE OR
SEPTEMBER Non-Smoker, Quiet,
No Pets. 543-7555 * Ask For Bea*
We Can Help Find Roommates Too!
COLLEGE SQUARE APTS
1&2 BD 1BA, CLOSE TO CAL POLY
W/T PD. GARAGES. CALL 544-4639
OR 543-9119
Condo (or Rent
2 Bd. 1 Bath close to downtown
and bus. Must see! $700/Month
Call 547-0162 lor details

Homes for Sale
1994 Walterspn 0t$t

by Urwvpfsal Press

. 2 If

FREE LIST of all HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE in SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E
Steve Nelson •**543-8370***

S ports
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In an eai lier column I stated I had a dream of perform
ing at halftime with Deioti Sanders, Lajiy “Bud” Melman,
formerly of “Late Night with David Letterman” and
Wolfgang Gartner, Cal Poly’s men’s soccer team. However,
something even better than that happened — totally un
expectedly.
I was packed into a red Ford Escort with Sports Infor
mation Director Eric McDowell, who I will from now on
refer to as Elmer Fudd for reasons I will desci ibe later to
a therapist, and the KKAL sports radio duo Ben Hill and
Jim Wiemann.
We headed to Dominguez Hills to observe the basket
ball games — a road trip. I have never been on a road trip
where bonding hasn’t occurred.
Hill and Wiemann call the Mustang games on radio
and are the Oscar and Felix (Odd Couple) of San Luis
Obispo radio.
Ben is a big lug of a teddy bear and Jim is an untamed
rebel enjoying every second of life, which includes yelling ,
“Traffic (Stinks)” to a fellow driver amidst the L.A. grid
lock.
But Ben has a wild side that is brought out by Jim. Ben
was quick at hand to call the number on the back of some
cab and feint like he was a CHP officer warning the cabbie
that if he cuts a person off again he would get a “busted
lip.”
The entire drive to Carson was a bucket of chuckles
with these guys. How many colleagues do you know who
sit next to each other in a car and elbow one another and
bicker who hits the hardest — never mind keeping the fire
red Escort on the 101?
It was a barrage of political incorrectness, but who
cares? It never left the car. It also was sessions of Elmer
Fudd’s greatest hits including, “Twue Cowors” by Cyndi
Lauper and “I said I wuv you but I wied” by Michael Bol
ton. The four-hour ride was a blast.
Heck, I even got the bonus plan and made a loser of
myself on the radio acting like I knew about basketball
during the half-time show.
This was an experience I will probably never forget. I
suggest the entire student body at least experience this
once during their six or seven year stint at Poly.
• The Winter Olympics opened Saturday and I am
looking forward to those fifth and eighth place finishes
most of our U.S. athletes. What is it with the United
States and the lack of success compared to our usual ex
cellence in the Summer Games?
We rank fourth in the all-time medal standings with
278 points — three points for gold, two fo)- silver and one
for bronze. The former Soviet Union/Unified Team leads
the woi'ld with 457 points, followed by Norway (380) and
Germany (355).
In the Summer Games we dominate with 4,103 points
compared to the former Soviet Union/Unified Team’s
2,363.
I have come up with the top 10 reasons why we lag in

Poly baseball
sweeps again
By Troy Pelersen

Doily Stoff Wfiter
On a day when batters were
dropping faster than bowling
pins. Cal Poly’s baseball team
swept a doubleheader Saturday
with Cal State Stanislaus to
complete its second consecutive
three-game series sweep.
In 11-7 and 3-1 Cal Poly wins
S aturday, the two tea m ’s
pitchers plunked a total of 11
batters. Cal State Stanislaus
(0-3) lead-off hitter Miguel Perez
absorbed three baseball-induced
blows.
“It seemed like it was con
tagious today,” said game-two
winner R.J. Simone, who hit
three batters in his complete
game victory. In seven innings of
work, Simone allowed just one
run and five hits.
He allowed one hit in the last
three innings.
Of Cal Poly’s 14 runs in the
tw o g a m e s
Saturday,
a
phenomenal 11 of them weie
scored with two outs.
“We got timely hits and a
great pitching performance from
R.J.,” said Mustang Interim
Head Coach Kent Agler.
See BASEBALL, page 1 1

See HAM ILTON, page 11

Senior guard Kyle Ellis failed to block shot, but Poly prevailed 8 6 -7 2 Thursday over Cal Poly Pomona / Daily photo by Elaine Taylor

Poly falls as Toros shoot 74 percent
By Brad Hamilton

Doily Spotts Edifoi

DOMINGUEZ HILLS — Cal
State Dominguez Hills’ forward
Ricky Bell typified the night for his
team with a first-half maneuver
where he nearly stepped out of
bounds when he fell off-balance near
the baseline and sunk a desperation
shot he awkwardly tossed up.
The Toros (15-8 overall and 6-4 in
California Collegiate Athletic As
sociation) shot 74 percent in the first
half as they went on to thump the
visiting Cal Poly men’s basketball
team (9-13 and 3-6) 86-72.
Both teams, coming off Thursday
night victories, set up the game as
the challenge for the fourth spot of
the CCAA — the final playoff spot.
The Toros took to their own
Torodome court coming off a 65-63

upset Thursday over Cal State
Bakersfield. Thursday, the Mustangs
survived a late-game surge by Cal
Poly Pomona to walk off the Mott
Gym court with the 72-70 victory.
The Toros seemed to still be riding
high after their upset and buried 17
of their 23 shot attempts in the first
half They found the net six of eight
times from three-point range.
The first-half performance had
people reminiscing one of the last
times a team shot so well. In 1985,
unranked Villanova shot 75 percent
for the game to capture a 66-64 vic
tory over top-ranked Georgetown,
and snag a national championship.
“Dominguez Hills played nearly
perfect,” Head Coach Steve Beason
said with a slight smile. “We did not
play bad defense.
“I have never seen a team shoot so
good since Villanova,” he added.

With almost the same smile of dis
belief, sophomore forward Brian
Stewart said, “At first I just thought
they were lucky, but then they would
make another crazy shot. They hit
from all angles. But we did not get
frustrated. We figured we just had to
weather the storm and hope they
cooled down sooner or later.”
Cal State Dominguez Hills did
cool — but not until the second half,
shooting 12 for 29 (4i percent) and
one for eight from beyond the threepoint arch (13 percent). The Toros
finished 29 for 52 from the field (56
percent) and 7 for 16 treys (44 per
cent).
The Toros’ performance all but
mathematically eliminated the Mus
tangs from playoff action. However,
the Mustangs probably have a better
chance at solving the mathematical
See M E N ’S HOOPS, page 11

Toros bully hoopsters underneath

Dominguez Hills outrebounds Poly 5.S-25, wins 78-64

I

By Brad Hamilton

Doily Spoils Editor
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Freshman point guard Mariah Volk says team needs to
win three of next four / Daily photo by Scott Robinson

DOMINGUEZ HILLS — Cal Poly
women’s basketball team had its moments
Saturday in its 78-64 loss to Cal State
Dominguez Hills. But the Iraqis also had
their moments in the Gulf War.
“You cannot just have moments,” Head
Coach Jill On'ock said. “Moments won’t get
it done. You have to have 40-minutes
worth.”
Some of the moments Onock was
speaking of included junior forward
Susanne Carey’s six shots blocked.
Earlier in the week Carey spoke of her
passion for hammering opponents shots off
the court. Two of her blocks looked like vol
leyball spikes. The six-footer was one swat
shy of the record set in 1980 for shots
blocked in a game.
“They kept showing the ball to me,”
Carey said. “They put the ball right in my
face and I just...,” she said as she simu
lated a block — swinging her arm.
But her moments could not damper her
frustration.
“Losing really (stinks),” she said. “Some
minutes it clicked and some it didn’t.
Sometimes we would have someone open
(for a pass), but we were not looking in the
right direction.”
The loss puts the Mustangs (7-13 over
all and 1-5 in California Collegiate Athletic

Association) tied with UC-Riverside (12-8
and 1-5) for last and one-half a game be
hind Cal State Los Angeles (5-14 and 2-5)
sitting in fourth — the CCAA’s final
playoff spot. Cal State Dominguez Hills
swept the season series from Cal Poly and
stands in third place — 1 t/z games ahead
of the Mustangs.
“We, (the Toros, Cal State Los Angeles
and UC-Riverside) are all hovering around
fourth place,” Orrock said. “This win helps
Dominguez Hills, but we still have a
chance (at postseason).”
But to contend, the Mustangs will have
to work on the areas that were key to the
loss Saturday, according to Orrock —
rebounds and offensive execution.
The Toros, led by Trimeka Jackson’s 14
boards, outrebounded the Mustangs 53-25
— 12-3 at one point in the game.
“We were not blocking out,” Orrock said.
“We got pushed underneath a lot.”
She said it was frustrating late in the
game when the Mustangs were forced to
foul the Toros to get the ball back. The
most fmstrating aspect was the Toros pull
ing down rebounds of their own free
throws, she said.
And as for the offensive execution, Or
rock said she wants to see her players find
the open player and get the ball to her
with more fire on the pass.
See W O M E N ’S HOOPS, page 11

